
Monday Night Raw – September
30,  2013:  Paul  Heyman’s
Indecent Proposal
Monday  Night Raw
Date: September 30, 2013
Location: Mississippi Coast Coliseum, Biloxi, Mississippi
Commentators: Michael Cole, Jerry Lawler, John Bradshaw Layfield

It’s the final show before Battleground a mere fifteen days after Night
of Champions. If that’s too fast for you, don’t worry because you’ll get
another PPV just three weeks after this Sunday. Tonight will probably
just firm up stuff for the show on Sunday, but there’s a chance we’ll get
new developments in the potential locker room revolt. Let’s get to it.

It’s breast cancer awareness month again, meaning the middle rope is pink
and there’s a graphic on the ramp.

Here’s Punk to open things up and we get a clip from Heyman’s scheme last
week, leading to Ryback’s beatdown. Punk talks about how things are often
unpredictable around here but once in awhile you can guess what’s
happening. Take last week for instance: Punk was in his hometown so of
course Heyman was going to come after him. Everyone knew Punk would get
jumped if he went after Heyman and that’s exactly what happened.

That doesn’t matter though as the story ends with Punk making Axel go to
sleep, showing Ryback what happens to bullies, and when Punk gets his
hands on Paul Heyman. The story could end at anytime. It could be at
Battleground, or it could be right here tonight. Punk isn’t leaving the
ring until he gets a fight with one of Heyman’s guys and he gets rid of
Heyman for good.

Cue Brad Maddox (Punk: “You don’t even get an entrance song?”) who says
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this ultimate showdown isn’t best for business. Punk already has his
match with Ryback on Sunday so there’s no need to give him another one
now. Maddox is willing to give Punk a match here tonight though…..and
here’s Big E. Langston for the first time in weeks. Big E. says he’s
Punk’s man if Punk wants aggression and the beating is on. Punk is tossed
into the corner but he misses a charge into the post and here’s a
referee. The bell is after the break.

CM Punk vs. Big E. Langston

Joined in progress with Punk firing off kicks on the floor before sending
Langston back inside for a high cross body for one. Big E. escapes the
GTS and slams Punk out of the corner for two. A splash to Punk’s back
gets the same and it’s off to a half crab from Big E. CM fights up but
gets run over by Langston for two more. A nice looking belly to belly
suplex puts Punk down again and Langston is getting a little frustrated.

Punk comes back with a high kick for two but gets taken down by a
clothesline for the same. A second splash misses though and it’s Punk
coming back with his kicks. Langston is taken down with a neckbreaker and
there’s the running knee in the corner. There’s the Macho Elbow and the
GTS is good for the clean pin at 5:52 shown.

Rating: C. This was decent but just kind of there for the most part. I’m
not sure I get the point of bringing Langston back just for a job to
Punk, but at least he was in there with a big star instead of having the
same match with Ziggler over and over. Langston was kind of lost in the
shuffle for the last month and a half so it’s good to at least see him on
TV again.

We recap Cody Rhodes being fired.

Kofi Kingston vs. Fandango



Fandango is in a pink shirt, allowing Cole to list off everything he can
about the Susan G. Komen Foundation. We also get part of a compilation of
30 Troubles in Paradise from Youtube, because we need to see a Youtube
player on screen instead of just showing the video right? Fandango takes
Kofi down with a quick suplex and puts on a chinlock as the fans chant
overrated. Kofi spins out of a hiptoss and DDTs Fandango down for a
breather. Kingston comes back with some double chops but gets sent into
the buckle. Fandango goes up but Kofi moves before the legdrop. Trouble
in Paradise is good for the pin at 3:02.

Rating: D. Well that happened. The match was only three minutes long and
the only move that was interesting at all was the finisher. Fandango has
a fun character but he has almost nothing of note in the ring. The long
pants still aren’t working for Kofi and if rumors are to be believed,
they’re why he isn’t being pushed as hard anymore. Seriously.

Post match here are the Wyatts with Bray sitting on the stage, asking why
these things happen to him. He promises to knock everyone down one by
one, so follow the buzzards. Creepy as ever.

Ziggler vs. Sandow is the Kickoff match for Sunday.

The Bellas are in the back when Randy Orton (fangirl pop) comes up to
offer some sarcastic congratulations to Brie for her engagement to Daniel
Bryan. Orton wants to know the date before it needs to be scheduled
before Battleground because Daniel won’t be able to make it after then.

Paul Heyman chastises Renee Young for thinking Punk will be taking him
out anytime soon. Heyman says Punk was a nobody who because a Paul Heyman
guy before becoming WWE Champion but the forgot what made them the best
in the world. Renee says that Axel and Ryback can be seen hiding off
camera, meaning Heyman must be planning another trap. Heyman says he has
a big plan for tonight’s Raw and if Punk wants to do something about it,
go ahead and try.



Los Matadores vs. 3MB

It’s Mahal and Slater here. Los Matadores are named Fernando and Diego
and their graphic says they have a miniature bull with them named El
Torito. After an over the top intro sequence with a bunch of flips and
waving of red capes, we start with Diego (Primo) throwing Mahal around
and into the corner for a tag off to Slater.

Heath is thrown around and backdropped but he shoves I think Fernando
into the corner for some double teaming. A knee drop has Fernando in
trouble and we hit a quick chinlock. Fernando comes back with a
headscissors and it’s back to Diego to clean house. Everything breaks
down and something resembling a double Angle Slam takes out Slater at
3:58.

Rating: D. I’m not sure what to say here. I was laughing for most of the
match, but it wasn’t what I would call funny. It’s definitely in the “so
over the top it’s ok” category as they’re playing it completely for
laughs, but at the end of the day it’s still Epico and Primo which
doesn’t help them that much. They have potential as a comedy team but
nothing more than that.

Here are HHH and Stephanie to address the Rhodes family face to face.
Goldust comes out in a suit while still wearing the facepaint. Stephanie
congratulates Cody on the wedding and hopes he got the Bed Bath and
Beyond gift card. HHH wants to know why they’re staring at him because
this is what, the fourth opportunity the family has gotten? Cody failed,
Goldust failed and Dusty made it about himself. Is Dusty still upset
about not being able to do anything outside of Florida or the NWA (I’d be
shocked if more than 5% of the live crowd understood that)?

Stephanie says Dusty has a very important job by training new superstars
down in Orlando, meaning the future is in Dusty’s hands. Tonight though,
the family’s future is in Stephanie and HHH’s hands. They’d like to give
Cody and Goldust a job if they can beat Rollins and Reigns this Sunday at



Battleground. If they lose though, neither of them will ever work for WWE
again, including Dusty.

Big Dust grabs the mic and says he’ll be in his boys’ corner. Stephanie
says you’re on but Dusty sounds like he wants a fight. The bosses leave
and here’s Shield for the brawl. Dusty tries to bring in a chair but gets
beaten down as well. Cody takes the TripleBomb and the Shield stands
tall.

Curtis Axel vs. R-Truth

Non-title. Axel pounds away to start but Truth comes back with kicks to
the leg. He rains down right hands in the corner, only to be dropped face
first onto the buckle to give the champion control again. A nice dropkick
from Axel puts Truth down and we hit the chinlock. Truth fights up and
hits the suplex into a Stunner for two but misses a dropkick. Before Axel
can follow up, Punk’s music hits and the distraction lets Truth hit the
Little Jimmy for the pin at 4:20. No Punk.

Rating: D+. Not horrible here but it was all about the false ending which
is getting a bit old as a finish to a match. How many times have you seen
someone come out for a distraction and the guy getting beaten up badly
loses as a result? Truth isn’t horrible or anything but it was pretty
obvious he was going to win because he was there as a pawn in the Punk
vs. Heyman stuff.

Trish Stratus has had a son. Cool.

Video on Brie Bella and Daniel Bryan, which is an excuse to show clips
from Total Divas.

Alicia Fox vs. Brie Bella

Feeling out process to start with Alicia taking over with some choking.



The northern lights suplex gets two on Brie as AJ and Tamina are watching
in the back. After a quick headscissors from Alicia, Brie comes back with
some running kicks and the Bella Buster for the pin at 3:19.

Rating: D+. It’s a Divas match. You do the math here.

Axel is upset but Heyman tells him to calm down. Heyman says Punk is just
messing with them but is out of their league. Ryback comes up and says
there’s nothing to worry about because they should just give Punk what
they want. Heyman tells Ryback to go get something to eat and he’ll come
find him in a few minutes. Ryback leaves and Heyman says he sees the
world differently since Ryback saved him. Heyman says, and this is a
direct quote, that he’s going to go to the ring and propose to Ryback.

We look at Big Show knocking Miz out last week as per Stephanie’s orders.

Big Show, in a suit, says he’s doing ok. We look at a clip from Smackdown
with HHH telling Big Show there aren’t many jobs for a guy like him and
Big Show nearly knocking HHH out. Show talks about everyone telling him
to do the right thing, but that’s easy to say when they’re not in his
shoes. How can he pick between his job and his family?

He’s a good person but he has to do evil for the sake of his family. Show
rants about having to knock out Dusty Rhodes and now he can’t even look
him in the eye. There’s only so much he can take and he’s not going to
take it anymore. He’s going to go knock HHH out. Show’s eyes are bugging
out and it looks very disturbing.

R-Truth is asking for an Intercontinental Title shot when Big Show comes
in and lifts Maddox against the wall, demanding to know where HHH is.
Maddox is let down and goes off to find him.

Zack Ryder vs. Alberto Del Rio



Del Rio takes him into the corner before running Ryder over with a
shoulder block. Ryder comes back with a clothesline to send Alberto to
the floor but misses a plancha to give Del Rio control again. Del Rio
pounds away on the floor before heading back inside for a reverse
chinlock. There’s the tilt-a-whirl backbreaker and it’s back to the
chinlock again. Ryder comes back with all of his usual stuff but the
Rough Ryder doesn’t connect and Del Rio grabs a German suplex for two.
The armbreaker gets the submission at 4:07.

Rating: D+. Yet another match that is long enough to grade but the length
brings it down because it feels like they’re just filling in time where
they can. This didn’t do anything for Del Rio as he didn’t do anything
hardcore before the match on Sunday and everyone beats Ryder anymore.
Nothing to see here.

We recap the Rhodes family segment from earlier.

The breast cancer people are recognized.

Here are Ryback and Heyman for the proposal. Heyman says he was man
enough to pin Punk at Night of Champions to prove he’s the best in the
world, but he’s also an expert in political science. He owns CM Punk, so
it was his obligation to squash the rebellion that Punk was starting last
week in Chicago. That was getting rid of a dictator which si the right
move politically. We get the same clip from earlier of Punk being beaten
down by the Heyman guys in case the fans forgot it in the last hour and a
half.

Heyman says he’s here because Ryback decided to stand up to the bully
that is CM Punk. Ryback says he hates bullies like Punk who took
everything Heyman did for him and throw it back in Paul’s face so he had
to do something. Heyman talks about how progressive of a society we live
in today and he wants more than just a client relationship with Ryback.
He wants to make a commitment to Ryback from the opening match to the
main event, in sickness and in health and until death do them part.



Paul wants to make an honest man out of Ryback so he takes him by the
hand and drops to a knee. Paul’s proposal: will Ryback be the new Paul
Heyman guy? Before there’s an answer we get more Punk music and here’s
Punk through the crowd. He jumps the barricade….and hurts his knee,
collapsing down to the floor in pain. This goes on for awhile until Punk
limps to the apron but can’t get in. Heyman goes for it for some stupid
reason, allowing Punk to pop up with a kendo stick and lay out Heyman,
Ryback and the charging Axel with ease. Axel takes a GTS as Punk hops
around to show how good his knee is.

Big Show is still waiting for HHH.

Dolph Ziggler/Usos vs. Shield

On the way to the ring we get another Youtube video to answer the burning
question: which Uso is a better dancer? After that greatness, we start
with Ziggler getting punched by Ambrose in the corner. Ziggler comes back
with a dropkick but a rake to the eyes allows for the tag off to Rollins.
The Usos come in with some double teaming and it’s Jimmy hooking an
armbar on Seth.

Rollins takes him into the Shield corner and it’s back to Ambrose for
some double teaming. Jimmy ducks a double clothesline and tries a double
cross body, only to be caught in the air. Jey dropkicks Jimmy’s back to
drop both guys down. Everything breaks down and the Usos hit stereo dives
to Dean and Roman as we take a break. Back with Seth holding Jimmy in a
chinlock. A suplex puts Rollins down but it’s ff to Ambrose before Jimmy
can make a tag.

Off to a chinlock from the US Champion as the fans are wanting Ziggler.
Roman comes in to complete the trio of chinlockery before something like
Cena’s spinning side slam gets two. Jimmy superkicks out of it and
FINALLY makes the tag off to Dolph to fire up the crowd. Ziggler loads up
the ten straight elbowso n Dean but has to dropkick Rollins out of the
air before finishing.



A Fameasser gets two on Ambrose as Reigns makes the Shield save. Jimmy
shoves Roman to the floor but Dean breaks up the attempted dive. Off to
Rollins as Dean is sent to the floor. Roman makes a blind tag as Dolph
Zig Zags Rollins, only to be speared in half for the pin at 12:04.

Rating: B-. Yeah it’s the same formula the Shield has used for months,
but there’s nothing wrong with that at all. That spear always looks great
and Ziggler went flying as a result this time. Another good match here as
everyone has come to expect from Shield. The Usos need to win the tag
titles at some point though.

Big Show is still waiting on HHH and even throws some flowers to the
floor. Instead he gets cops who don’t like that he’s threatening a WWE
employee. Stephanie comes in to say Show is under a lot of pressure and
doesn’t understand the consequences of his actions. Stephanie has talked
to Show’s wife and implies he can’t perform to her standards as of late
if you get Stephanie’s drift. Everyone but Show leaves so Big Show
punches a HHH poster.

RVD shows us a Youtube video of his ten most extreme moments. In case you
didn’t get it, WWE has a Youtube channel and you need to subscribe to it
or your puppy will be lit on fire and your mother will be fed to mutant
pigs. Del Rio has no idea what hardcore is about because anything goes.
By anything of course they mean chairs to the back, trashcan lids, the
steps and a table.

Big Show vs. Shield on Friday.

Santino Marella vs. Antonio Cesaro

Before the match we get the entire giant swing on Titus last week which
is still amazing. Cesaro fires off a bunch of elbows to start and stomps
on Santino’s chest. A chinlock is quickly broken but Cesaro can’t hook
the swing. Santino comes back with his usual stuff before loading up the
Cobra. Thankfully Cesaro punches him down and here’s the weekly swing



with Santino dropping the stupid sock. The fans are counting the
revolutions as they go and we hit an insane 32. Santino stands up but
immaturity falls back down, only to roll up Cesaro for the pin at 2:51.
Well of course he does.

We look at the marriage announcement between Brie and Bryan again.

Lawler is in the ring to moderate the face to face meeting between Bryan
and Orton. Randy talks about how he’s the old Predator again and how
dangerous that makes him. He’s genetically superior to the B+ Bryan and
will prove it on Sunday. Bryan says that’s A+ all the way from Orton but
asks why HHH picked him as the face of the WWE. It’s because he wants
Orton to be on magazines and DVDs whereas Bryan would never want to be
the best because of something like that.

Orton stops the YES chants before shifting over to Brie Bella. He doesn’t
understand what must be wrong with Brie to make her want to be with
Bryan, because one day she’ll realize she’s sleeping with a barnyard
animal. That’s enough for Bryan and the beating is on. They head to the
floor where Orton takes over and sends Bryan into the steps and post. The
beating continues and Orton loads up the Elevated DDT on the floor,
drawing out Brie to beg for mercy. Orton of course DDTs him on the floor
and loads up the announce table. An RKO to Bryan through the table ends
the show as Brie freaks out.

Overall Rating: C+. I liked the show a bit more than last week but the
WWE Title has gone from the focus of the show to an afterthought.
Everything but the world title matches got a great buildup tonight and
Battleground looks a lot better as a result. Punk vs. Heyman continues to
be probably the feud of the year, the Rhodes and Big Show stuff is well
done, and the Shield had another good match. Then there are the world
titles though and both matches just feel tacked on. Imagine that: HHH
being the focus of two stories and the world titles suffering as a
result.



Results

CM Punk b. Big E. Langston – GTS

Kofi Kingston b. Fandango – Trouble in Paradise

Los Matadores b. 3MB – Double falling slam to Slater

R-Truth b. Curtis Axel – Little Jimmy

Brie Bella b. Alicia Fox – Bella Buster

Alberto Del Rio b. Zack Ryder – Cross armbreaker

Shield b. Usos/Dolph Ziggler – Spear to Ziggler

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume I at Amazon for
just $4 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
just $4 at:


